R.L. Clayton: Author
After working as an engineer in mining and associated industries for
almost thirty years, Bob Clayton moved into algae aquaculture and
algae for biofuel. He designed, built and managed a small demonstration plant in Arizona for four years. Clayton continuously worked out
of the norm leading to new and innovative designs for equipment and
construction. This “Out of the box” thinking is apparent in his writing,
his new career.
Having lived in Tucson, Arizona for more than fifty years, he’s a true
desert rat. Clayton’s hobbies include cooking, reading, hiking, his
1929 Mercedes kit car, and old firearms. He and Linda have been
married more than forty years and are going strong. His daughter and
her family are the lights in his life.
http://www.rlclaytonbooks.com

http://www.evolutionriver.com

https://www.facebook.com/RLClayton-492878487412902/
https://twitter.com/rlclaytonwriter

The idea of Sea Species as illustrating the next step in human evolution was in R.L Clayton’s mind for several
years before he actually began writing it.
It seemed an obvious premise to him that when man takes over the design of life at the genetic level, he becomes
something different. The author likens it to when man changed from a hunter/gather civilization to an agrarian
then from an agrarian civilization to an industrial then an electronic. Each of those is a step in evolution, though
life design at the genetic level is a much bigger step carrying the possibility of changing ourselves physically.
According to Clayton, his first attempts were abysmal, but as he wrote more and associated with those in the
writing community, he improved. He still realizes there’s a lot of room yet to go, as is the path of a writer and his
creation.
Sea Species didn’t start out as volume 1 of a series, but as he finished writing it he realized the story wasn’t over.
The next step in evolution for him was the development of a communal connection of minds. (Think we’re
heading that way with Internet Implants?) That changed civilization from bunches of individuals to a group with
the ability of sharing brain power. BANG another evolutionary step and thus The Envoy. When he finished it, he
had to take evolution to the logical end. What’s that? Read The Genesis. It will reveal some troubling aspects of
humans.
After The Genesis, his theory of evolution seemed whole and complete. There was room within the trilogy for
more stories, but he followed with Wings of the WASP, a tribute to his mom, a pilot in WWII. Finishing that, he
started Dead & Dead For Real. It was to be a single thriller novel, and It introduced a paranormal character that
has been rolling around in Clayton’s head for decades. At the end of D&DFR, he knew there was at least another
book with Nick and Kiki. Dead Reckoning was both a thriller and a sci-fi novel. He noticed a rise in popularity
of dystopian stories and thought that someone needed to write a story of how we descended from today into
dystopia. Out popped Dead Reckoning. Finishing that, he needed to write a book of how we get out of dystopia,
so Dead Again rolled out. Nick and Kiki still reign. It was at the end of Dead Again when he realized that there
were characters in the Dead Series and the Evolution River Series that could be shared. Thus the small tweaks in
the subsequent editions of Sea Species and The Envoy.
The Evolution River Series characters live for centuries. (Genetic design, remember) They go through marvelous
modifications as civilization changes around them. A central theme is that individuals do not evolve, species
evolve, and the older species are left behind. Having the ability to design life brings a level of maturity and vision
that short-lived beings can’t see.
Sea Species is a near-future or even current science fiction story. Dead Again gives a hint of moving into Sea Species. The fourth book in the Dead series, Risen from the Dead, is the story of The Prophet, a character in The Envoy, and how society changed into the civilization we see in that story. In Risen from the Dead, we see President
Ron Carson get a hint of the future and his part. And we see how our focus must change for humans to survive.
Writing has increased R.L. Clayton’s focus on stories. The author finds himself immersed in the writing and the
characters. This was quite profound when writing The Genesis traveling through the universe as more than a
physical being and perceiving reality through much greater senses than we have.

R.L. Clayton on Writing Stories:
“I love creating stories. When I’m on a writing roll, it’s like I’m reading, but shaping as I go. I can’t wait to see
what happens next. It was after I began writing that this feeling came around.”
Clayton takes us on an adventure. It seems he is along for the ride as the future changes, and he realizes man’s
future as it becomes something only a writer can imagine. He takes us along a path with great changes, darkness
and perhaps hope for the future of mankind.
He has recently finished the 3rd edition of Sea Species and the 2nd edition of The Envoy, and they are now
available on Amazon, Kindle and other online stores. These editions link the Evolution River Series and the
Dead Series together. Take a look into the future through the eyes of a scientist, a writer far beyond his years. The
Dead Series Illustrates how civilization descends into dystopia and recovers. The Evolution River Series takes us
through the stages of evolution to the end.

